Mostly Harmless – a welcome and introduction to Redditch Tabletop Gamers for
new members, or existing members with short memories.
Club Contacts
If you have any questions then seek out:
•
•
•

Justin Hirst (Treasurer) – justin.hirst@redditchtabletopgamers.com / 07791 781978
Chris Rogers (Vice-Chairman) – chris.rogers@redditchtabletopgamers.com / 07906 560809
Jason (Secretary) – jason.james@redditchtabletopgamers.com / 07977 224064

Meetings
We meet each Tuesday evening from 6.30pm until 10.30pm (packed up and out by 10.30pm, otherwise we get told off) at the Windmill
Community Centre, Ryegrass Lane, Walkwood, Redditch, B97 5YE, where we make use of the large hall to the left.

Cost
Someone (usually Justin or JJ) will come round during the meeting shaking the money tin for your contribution. Your first meeting is free then it’s
£3/week for adults, £1.50/week for under-eighteens and £1/week for pre-teens. You can also pay by PayPal at paypal@redwarsoc.com.

Refreshments
Help yourself to anything you can find in our cupboard (labelled no. 13) in the kitchen. There should be mugs, glasses, tea-bags, instant coffee,
squash, biscuits and sugar in the cupboard, and hopefully a pint of milk on the kitchen counter. There’s a hot water urn on the counter too for
making tea and coffee. Please return any cups/glasses to the kitchen after you’ve finished with them, give them a wash and then pop them
back in the cupboard.
There is also a tuck table in main hall where you can buy canned drinks, chocolate and crisps.
After partaking of refreshments, or in the event of a particularly exciting game, you’ll probably want to seek out the…

Toilets
Found to the right as you leave the large hall.

Arranging Games
Games are pretty much always arranged in advance, either via word of mouth during a previous meeting or on our beloved Discord chat server
(see below). We strongly recommend trying to get a game arranged beforehand to minimise the chances of being left without a game.

Tables and Scenery
When you arrive at a meeting just grab the first table that meets your requirements and load it up with scenery from the club stash in the
cupboard at the end of the hall nearest the door. You’re also encouraged to bring along your own scenery. A hand with packing scenery and
tables away at the end of the evening is much appreciated. The table top scenery and cloths are stored in the plastic boxes that we return to the
storage cupboard after the meeting.

Please do visit and sign up on our Discord if you get chance – it’s a valuable resource for the club and hobby in
general.
https://discord.gg/Te9UKZv
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